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Introduction
• Needs for Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

• Secure Cloud Computing

• Ability to compute encrypted data over public servers, while the 
ciphertext is decrypted to retrieve the correct computed data

• Encrypted search queries in email, search engines, etc. 



Introduction Continued…
• Basic Encryption Involves 3 Steps

• KeyGen
• Encrypt
• Decrypt

• Fully Homomorphic Encryption
• Keygen
• Encrypt
• Evaluate
• Decrypt



Analogy
• You want to compute the total cash available across all 
your assets in one place (checking, investments, real 
estate properties, etc.)

• You do not want the server to know this valuable 
information, but you need the server to aggregate all this 
information and compute the sum

PROBLEM: HOW DO WE KEEP THE 
COMPUTATION ENCRYPTED WITHOUT 

GIVING UP IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS 
TO THE SERVER?



Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption 
(SHE) for Multiplying
• RSA

• Using this method, you can multiply two encrypted numbers over 
the cloud without revealing any information about the plaintext
• Although it is possible to add two encrypted numbers, it reveals 
enough information for the adversary to exploit it

• El Gamal can also provide the same functionality as mentioned 



RSA Example



Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption 
(SHE) for Addition
- Pallier

- Allows for ADD and XOR functions over the cloud
- Can do so without compromising important information

      about the plaintext
- Can also do multiplication, but the same problem 

arises
      with RSA using addition



Paillier Protocol



Paillier Protocol (cont.)



Fully Homomorphic Encryption

Craig Gentry - Theorized a scheme that solved this open problem. His 
approach concentrated more on possibility rather than practicality

DGHV - Gentry, Halevi + 2 Others -> Developed on Gentry’s initial findings to 
develop a conceptually simpler scheme

Gentry’ Scheme: Because of its complexity and non-security focus, it was hard 
to suggest guidelines for the parameters that would be used

DGHV Scheme: Public Key Size: 2^60 bits =

1.1529215e+18



Continued...

For Gentry's scheme: improvement by Smart and Vercauteren (PKC 2010); 
implementation by Gentry and Halevi (Eurocrypt 2011). PK size: 2:3 GB. 
Ciphertext refresh: 30 minutes.

Gentry’s Scheme was Improved Upon by Smart and Vercauteren (PKC 2010) 
and was implemented by Gentry and Halevi (Eurocrypt 2011)

Public Key Size: 2.3 Gigabytes -> Ciphertext Refresh 30 Minutes

DGHV: Public Key Size 800 MB -> Ciphertext Refresh: 15 Minutes



DGHV Construction

• This construction is based on the hardness of the approximate greatest common divisors 
problem

• Given polynomial xi = pqi + ri such numbers
• p is a random odd number chosen from [0, 2a]
• qi is chosen from a Distribution D = Dp which can depend on p
• ri is some random noise from [-2b, 2b]

• a, b and D are parameters of the problem
• if there is random noise ri it is hard to find p
• Keep p as the secret key, 

• Choose message m from space {0,1}
• Ci= pq+2r+m
• Evaluation (Pk, C, CT1, CT2,..., CTt) where C is a circuit with AND’s and XOR’ gates which can 

construct Adds and Multiplies
• CTadd = CT1+ CT2  = (pq1 + 2r + m1) + (pq + 2r + m2) mod x0 is a valid ciphertext
• CTmult = CT1 * CT2 = (pq1 + 2r + m1) (pq2 + 2r + m2) mod x0 is a valid ciphertext
• The circuit outputs a ciphertext CT

• Decryption
• m* = (CT mod p) mod 2
• noise must be small enough

• Somewhat homomorphic since it stops after the noise becomes too large



Gentry’s Bootstrapping Theorem:

If a SHE scheme is bootstrappable, it can be converted into a 
FHE scheme.

Bootstrappable means that the SHE can evaluate its own 
decryption function

If a SHE is not bootstrappable already, it can be made so by 
“squashing” the decryption circuit. 

Note: This is difficult to do. Gentry utilized complex lattice 
computations to come up with a theoretical but impractical 

solution.
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